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PINK SAPPHIRE & DIAMOND RING 

 
Platinum and 18K rose gold ring featuring a 4.12 carat oval pink sapphire

accented by 0.50 carat total weight of epaulet-cut pink sapphires, 0.17 carat total
weight of round pink sapphires and 0.91 carat total weight of round diamonds. 
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DESIGN DETAILS
 

Pink Sapphire & Diamond 3-Stone Ring 
Platinum & 18K Rose, Size 6.5 

1 Pink Sapphire Oval 4.12 ct. (10.0x7.6mm) - Heat 
2 Pink Sapphires Epaulet 0.50 ctw. (5.0x3.0mm) - Heat 

18 Pink Sapphire Rd 0.17 ctw. - Heat 
82 Diamond Rd 0.91 ctw. (F+/VS+) 

 
UNIQUE DESIGN TRAITS

 
Exquisite, ultra feminine pink sapphire displays lively color and brilliance. 

 
Hand drawn wire and hand set French pave allows for total precision, diamonds

are set so almost no metal is visible between stones. 
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GEMSTONE DETAILS

 
Pink Sapphire 

 
Lighter in tone than ruby, but no less brilliant, pink sapphire is a modern

descriptor. Pink is not a distinct hue, it is in fact, a light-toned pale red. But pink
sapphires and rubies are considered two different gemstones. Color plays a vital

role in this distinction.  
Like rubies, pink sapphires are often modified by secondary hues. When pink
and orange are present in a stone, the color might produce a padparadscha
sapphire, but when pink is modified by the addition of purple, stones could
appear “hot pink,” “fuchsia” or “magenta.” For this reason, pink sapphire

encompasses a wide range of color saturations, from pale blush tones to rich
deep purple pink.  

In the late 1990s, a deposit was discovered in Madagascar making pink
sapphires more available, having previously only been mined in limited locations,

including Sri Lanka and Myanmar.  
 

Sapphire is the birthstone for September and the gem of the 5th and 45th
anniversaries. 
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This document certifies that the holder of this certificate is the owner of
a one-of-a-kind handcrafted jewelry piece designed by Niveet Nagpal of

Omi Privé.

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY

Niveet Nagpal 
Head Designer, Omi Privé Authenticity Number:  R2413
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